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In Building a Mobility Strategy,
What the Employee Says Goes 

QUESTION:What’s the most salient feature of mobility in the enterprise? Answer:

Employee preference.

“It’s gone viral. Everybody is using mobile devices for everything, for good

and bad reasons,” said Ken Dulaney, vice president and distinguished analyst

at Gartner Inc. “Users are getting kind of sneaky, saying, ’Well, I could do this

with this,’ when what they really want you to do is go out and buy them this

new piece of hardware.”

Developing a mobility strategy to optimize business processes is both in its

infancy and beside the point at many companies, mobility experts say. As the

deployment of mobile devices has become

epidemic in the enterprise, these devices’

fine points—manageability, cost and actual

business benefits—are trumped by one

thing: employees pressuring to be allowed

to work on consumer mobile devices. In

this environment, analyzing a business

process and figuring out where mobile

computing provides a competitive edge

seem moot to many technologists, as well

as something of a luxury.

“Companies’ investment priorities are

not that refined yet,” said Ted Schadler, analyst at Cambridge, Mass.-based For-

rester Research Inc. “They are really going after more-low-hanging fruit, like

finding a way to get the consumer smartphones or tablets to do the basic stuff

the company needs to get done.”

“It’s gone viral.
Everybody is using
mobile devices for
everything, for good
and bad reasons.” 
—KEN DULANEY 
vp and distinguished analyst, 
Gartner Inc.
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APPLES PROPAGATE IN MOBILE STRATEGIES IN WINE COUNTRY

Take, for example, Gary Coverdale, chief information security officer and assis-

tant CIO for Napa County, Calif. Like many businesses and government agen-

cies today, he says, the county has employees who love to use iPhones and

iPads—so much so, in fact, that they insist on bringing these devices to work.

Mind you, Napa County is under pressure—make that “incredible pressure,”

according to Coverdale—to comply with the Health Insurance Portability and

Accountability Act, or HIPAA, and the Health Information Technology for

Economic and Clinical Health, or HITECH,

Act. “This means we’re subject to high penal-

ties if tablets and other smart devices aren’t

secured properly,” he said.

In a high-stakes security environment like

that, a CISO-assistant CIO might be expected

to balk at an influx of consumer devices. Yet

Napa County’s IT department is doing every-

thing possible to allow county workers—de-

partment by department, no less—to use the

mobile device of their choice, Coverdale ex-

plained. The new mobility program includes

both corporate-liable devices (those paid for by the county) and employee-

owned devices. He expects hundreds of BlackBerry users to switch to Apple de-

vices over the next 12 months, under the county’s individual-liable program. A

mobile device management product from Good Technology Inc. (whose cus-

tomers include many federal agencies) will help secure and manage the new hy-

brid mobile program.

Napa County officials point to the costs savings they expect to reap by allow-

ing employees to bring their own devices (or BYOD, as the practice is referred

to generically) to work. Even using corporate-owned iPhones or iPads should

translate into a reduction in training costs, they argue, because employees al-

ready know how to use them.
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Mobility computing, of course, also is expected to help Napa County employ-

ees be more productive and efficient. IPads are a natural for mobile health care

workers, for example. Mobile devices with secure access to SharePoint sites

will help employees communicate and collaborate on the go, county officials

said. But as with many organizations in

the throes of going mobile, the county—

and its IT department—isn’t waiting for

all the numbers to be crunched before

plowing ahead with its mobility strategy.

“We like to be slightly ahead of the

curve,” Coverdale said, adding that the

county plans to run its own app store for

deploying in-house and third-party mo-

bile apps.

Another benefit of accommodating the employee push to use Apple devices?

By embracing the so-called consumerization of IT, Coverdale’s department is

“seen as an enabler that helps employees get their jobs done on the devices they

want to use.”

A MOBILITY STRATEGY THAT WINS MORE BUSINESS

That may sound a bit touchy-feely, even for California, but an IT team that em-

ployees perceive as “cool” can be an important first step in developing a mobil-

ity strategy.

Just ask Dick Escue, CIO at St. Louis-based RehabCare Inc., a $1.5 billion

provider of post-acute health care services. Over the past few years, he has

helped RehabCare develop a mobility strategy that is paying real, not hypothet-

ical, dividends. You won’t hear him scoff at the value of letting employees

choose their own smartphones or tablets.

In 2007, despite pushback from his staff and technology consultants, Escue

instructed his IT department to support iPhones, on the premise that a happy
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employee was a more productive employee. RehabCare’s team has since gone

on to “solve business problems with mobility,” he said.

That work has included the development of a prescreening admissions

iPhone app that has boosted revenue by cutting from seven hours to one hour

the time it takes RehabCare employees to

follow up on a referral. The first version of

that app was developed in four days on the

Force.com platform by a .NET developer

who had never done a native iPhone app.

Some 10,000 RehabCare field workers now

use their iPods to record the care they give

to patients and care delivery time, and iPads

are becoming the device of choice for bedside staff and doctors.

Being entrusted with crafting a mobility strategy that is actually strategic to

the business would never have happened, however, had IT played its “tradi-

tional role of saying no,” Escue insists. Technologists who think they can go

back to the days of calling the shots on endpoint devices are “fooling them-

selves,” he said. Letting users take responsibility for their computing devices at

RehabCare has freed up IT to work on more strategic projects.

“IT is still very necessary to run the business, and there are innovations 

that can make a difference there too. But it’s exciting and fun to think about

how we can use IT togrow the business. That’s what has worked out here,”

Escue said. �

Linda Tucci, Senior News Writer, TechTarget CIO/IT Strategy Media Group
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CIOs Looking for Ways to Say Yes 
to The iPad In the Enterprise 

IS IT POSSIBLE that the iPad is becoming the apple of IT’s eye?

That’s the impression you’d get from Rich Adduci, CIO at Boston Scientific

Corp., or Jo Hoppe, CIO at Parexel International Corp., or CIO Allan Hackney,

who’s in charge of IT at John Hancock Financial Services. They were among

what seemed like a torrent of CIOs with an iPad-in-the-enterprise tale to tell at

the 2011 CIOExecutive Leadership Summit in Boston.

IPad fever raged halfway across the country at the recent Fusion 2011 CEO-

CIO Symposium in Madison, Wis., where the buzz was all about enterprise mo-

bility. Kristin Kirkconnell is testing iPads with

100 sales agents before rolling them out to the

4,000-some agents of Madison, Wis.-based

American Family Mutual Insurance Co., at

which she is senior vice president of IS. Don’t

ask for the details, please. It’s a project that

“could really give us a competitive advantage,”

she said.

Consumers love iPads. Business executives flash them on planes and trains.

More than 80% of the Fortune 100 have deployed or are testing them, according

to company executives in a discussion of Apple’s first quarter results, the latest

available.

But IT-sanctioned deployments of the iPad in the enterprise?

“People are surprised by how quickly it is happening,” said Carolina Mi-

lanesi, research vice president in the mobile device group at Gartner Inc. “Our

main advice to CIOs has been to go out and get one and make sure you know

what this thing is, because like it or not, it is coming into your enterprise.”
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IPAD IN THE ENTERPRISE: TOY OR TOOL?

In fact, Gartner’s exhortation may be moot already. Go to any gathering of CIOs

these days, from Boston to Wisconsin and beyond, and chances are good that

many of your colleagues are not just using an iPad. They also are brainstorming

about how to deploy the iPad in the enterprise—at scale, in a way that ensures

the corporate data is secure and accommodates the trend to employee-owned

devices (aka BYOD, “bring your own device”). They are comparing notes on

mobile device management products, exchanging tips on tablet security and

seeking advice on stocking up their enterprise-hosted app stores. Whether

they’re deploying iPads to thousands of field reps (as is the case at John Han-

cock and Boston Scientific) or building an iPad application destined for hospital

bedsides to track managed hospital patient trials efficiently (as contract re-

search organization Parexel is doing), CIOs appear eager to say yes to the iPad

in the enterprise.

The push, by the way, is not coming exclusively from the business, said Ted

Ritter, senior research analyst at The Nemertes Research Group Inc. in Mo-

kena, Ill. He has seen a tremendous spike during the last three months in in-

quiries from CIOs about the iPad specifically and tablets in general, he said,

adding that he had just got off the phone with a CIO who had won an iPad at a

conference this year. “Within a few weeks, all her direct reports had iPads and

the security guys were scratching their heads trying to catch up,” he said.

IPHONE OPENED THE DOOR FOR THE IPAD IN THE ENTERPRISE

The rapidity of iPad adoption in the workplace might be surprising, but IT de-

partments’ embrace of it is not so mysterious, Gartner’s Milanesi said. “If you

think about it, the iPad is an extension of the iPhone. It’s the same device, from

an IT perspective,” she said. The iPhone sneaked into the enterprise on a plat-

form that was not optimized for the enterprise on a number of fronts—notably,

security. “We got there over time. The iPad came in with a platform that the IT

department felt comfortable with,” she added.
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The new tablet form factor might well call for more security, simply because

employees can carry more content on it, experts agreed. With the hardware en-

cryption that came with iPhone 3Gs; with the work by the likes of Cisco Sys-

tems, Citrix Systems and others to develop applications for managing these

devices; and with Apple’s own marketing push, if not technical assistance, to

make these mobile devices more enterprise-appropriate, the uptake of the iPad

in the enterprise makes sense, Milanesi said.

Certainly the cultural and technical challenges of managing large deploy-

ments of mobile Apple devices are not as formidable as they were for CIO Dick

Escue, who oversees IT at St. Louis-based RehabCare Inc. Before he launched

iPhones for employees and, later, iPod Touches for some 10,000 therapists, his

tech services guys had sounded the alarm on the iPhone, he recalled. Rehab-

Care was a BlackBerry shop. Prepare for an onslaught of requests for the

iPhone, they said, and warned him to “make a preemptive strike and kill it”

while he still had time.

“I said, ’Here is what you are going to do. You are going to go to the Galleria

[the local shopping mall] and buy 12 of these devices; and as soon as Exchange

is on them, we are going to give them to every vice president in this company,

because you’re right, they do want one,’” Escue recalled. He instructed IT staff

to report to him how long it took to load Exchange, and said he would check

with the help desk a month later on how it went. “The answer was, it took sec-

onds to load Exchange; and we never got a single phone call.”

DR. NO A NO-NO

That was Escue’s department’s first step, he said, of “not being typical IT, say-

ing no to everything,” but he didn’t have a lot of company. Some the now-rec-

ommended best practices for adapting consumer technology to the enterprise

had not taken hold yet: enterprise-hosted app stores modeled after native Apple

app stores, for example. An enterprise app store lets CIOs draw boundaries

around which external apps employees can download, and shrouds internal en-
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terprise apps from public app stores.

Plus, because there were few use cases and the technology was immature,

peer feedback was limited about other best practices: employees’ self-register-

ing their personal devices and freeing up IT from providing support, for exam-

ple, and using certificates—unpopular on laptops, but critical, according to

some experts, for providing a good user experience. In addition, the now-bur-

geoning mobile-device management vendors that profess to help with all that

stuff were scant, said Escue, who went with MobileIron Inc. because of its

Apply iOS savvy.

“We refused to be that IT department that was always saying no to every-

thing,” Escue said. “If you are really going to think you are going to stand there

as an enterprise and say no in the face of unbounded technology for the con-

sumer, you’re foolhardy.”

That doesn’t mean saying yes indiscriminately, Escue stressed. RehabCare’s

early deployment of iPhones and iPod Touches allowed the company to signifi-

cantly reduce the time it took to assess and document patients eligible for reha-

bilitative care, and boosting business.

Parexel’s Hoppe agrees. She oversees IT in a highly regulated industry deal-

ing with life-and-death matters and highly confidential data. IT there does not

adopt new technology willy-nilly.

“It is a balance of risk and innovation, and requires some discerning eyes,”

Hoppe told her peers in Boston.

If Parexel had adopted electronic health records three years ago, for example,

it would have wasted a lot of time and money because the standards were in

flux. On the flip side, Hoppe’s IT department is building a system to automate

Parexel’s Phase 1 critical trials, which are done in hospitals, are data intensive

and require constant patient monitoring. iPads will be used extensively in the

implementation, she said. “This is an area where early adoption made sense be-

cause of the business applicability.” �

Linda Tucci, Senior News Writer, TechTarget CIO/IT Strategy Media Group
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Bringing BYOD to your Enterprise 

A BRING YOUR OWN DEVICE (BYOD) strategy for enterprises can be a winner for both

users and administrators. But switching to BYOD requires more than throwing

open the barn doors and letting employees buy whatever device they want. IT

still needs to manage and secure the data on mobile devices, whether they are

owned by an enterprise or user.

BYOD BRINGS FLEXIBILITY TO ENTERPRISE MOBILITY

In more traditional mobility deployments, the enterprise itself was responsible

for all facets of the mobile device, including purchasing, its associated voice and

data plans, as well as managing the device assets. The IT department would

track what device was assigned to each user and would be the clearinghouse for

any device replacement or upgrades. Essentially, IT treated mobile devices in

the same way that it did other IT assets like laptops or printers.

Consumers, however, are embracing smartphones and tablet devices as ways

to stay personally connected. This has led to a two-device dilemma, with many

enterprise users carrying both a personal and work device with them. The

bring your own device movement is partially a solution for this dilemma, en-

abling users to carry a single device for both business and personal use.

DEFINE FINANCIAL LIABILITY FOR BYOD

Enterprises may see users who are willing to pay for their own mobile devices

and services as a cost savings boon, but careful planning and thought should go

into integrating BYOD into a mobile strategy. In fact, any corporate mobility

policy, whether it includes BYOD provisions or not, should delineate corporate

and individual responsibility for mobile devices.

Many enterprises choose a BYOD strategy that requires users to pick up the
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tab for the mobile device and voice and data service, while reimbursing employ-

ees for a fixed portion of the charges, said Samir Sakpal, industry manager and

senior analyst for Frost & Sullivan. This approach is particularly appealing to

budget-conscious enterprises, as it offloads

most of the wireless telecom expenses to the

user.

Other enterprises leverage their existing

corporate pricing and pooled minute plans,

while allowing mobile users to choose and

purchase their own devices. The enterprise

still pays the charges, but this approach al-

lows employees to make purchase and up-

grade decisions themselves. Enterprises can also continue to leverage telecom

expense management (TEM) solutions to manage their monthly wireless costs,

while allowing IT to get out of the process of device procurement.

BYOD STILL REQUIRES MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT

Shifting users to a BYOD strategy does not absolve IT from responsibility for

mobile device management, warned Philippe Winthrop, managing director at

the Enterprise Mobility Foundation. “It doesn't matter who is paying for the

mobile device, IT will still have to manage that device as a corporate asset,” said

Winthrop. Companies will need tools to support mobile devices, including tools

for mobile device management (MDM), mobile security and mobile application

management.

Legacy enterprises' mobility deployments were often homogenous, relying

on infrastructure such as BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES) to support a fleet

of BlackBerry devices. The BES rolled all of these mobile management func-

tions into a single software platform. Unfortunately, no single platform cur-

rently exists for the heterogeneous mobile environment created by a BYOD

strategy.
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Also, enterprises will likely adopt mobile enterprise application platforms

(MEAP) to support native mobile versions of custom enterprise applications.

Overall, they will have to adopt a mashup

of multiple products to achieve an accept-

able level of security and compatibility for

a BYOD mobile strategy.

As many large organizations develop

their mobile device strategy, they are dis-

covering that the upfront cost savings that

a BYOD strategy offers is erased by the

costs of managing a heterogeneous mobile

deployment. Many companies are rethink-

ing the BYOD approach to mobility by giving users limited choice, Sakpal said.

About 20% of the most highly mobile enterprises choose a limited number of

platforms to support and let their users choose from that list. �

Michael Brandenburg, Technical Writer, TechTarget Networking Media Group
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